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Abstract— The Dual Mass Flywheel (DMF) is primarily 

used for damping of oscillations in automotive power trains 

and to prevent gearbox rattling. The dual mass flywheel 

(DMF) can create an improved driving experience for 

manual shift vehicles. Vibrations and noises that occur 

during vehicle operation are absorbed. Fuel consumption is 

reduced. This results in economical driving comfort. Dual 

mass flywheel is a multi-clutch device which is used to 

dampen vibration that occurs due to the slight twist in the 

crankshaft during the power stroke .When the power stroke 

subsides, the crankshaft untwists. One wouldn't think a 

crankshaft would twist to any significance, but any piece of 

metal always deflects a little when a force is applied to it. 

The rate that these vibrations occur is referred to as the 

torsional frequency. Transaxles experience torsional 

vibrations also. When torsional frequencies of the crankshaft 

match those of the transaxle an effect known as torsional 

resonance occurs, which may cause excessive wear on the 

drivetrain components. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The rapid development of vehicle technology over the last 

few decades has brought ever higher-performance engines 

paralleled by an increased demand for driver comfort. 

Weight-saving vehicle concepts and wind tunnel optimized 

bodies now allow other sources of noise to be perceptible to 

the driver. IN addition, lean concepts, extremely low-speed 

engines and new generation gear boxes using light oils 

contribute to this. Since the middle of 1980, this 

advancement has pushed the classic torsion damper as an 

integral part of the clutch driven plate to its limit. With the 

same or less installation space available, the classic torsion 

damper has proved inadequate to outbalanced constantly 

increasing engine torque. Extensive development in this 

field resulted in a simple solution the duel mass flywheel 

(DMF) a new torsion damper concept for the drive train. All 

the referred papers referred to various generation methods of 

flywheel by which we can produce power and store in 

battery for further use, or method and implements to reduce 

the weight of the flywheel using composite material. In our 

case using the two spring two mass system and to produce 

useful vibrations which will be employed to increase the 

inertia of the system and thereby enable us to ether reduce 

the weight of existing flywheel or increase power output 

using existing weight of flywheel also we will be able to 

improve acceleration characteristic of given system. 

  In today’s world power train control system need 

accurate torque information to perform various tasks... 

These tasks include for example the clutch actuation in 

automated manual transmission (AMTs) and duel clutch 

transmission (DCTs) as well as the control of electric motors 

in hybrid power trains. Indirect torque transmission is 

needed because the direct measurement of the transmitted 

torque using strain gauges cannot be done in volume 

production cars for economic reasons. One source of power 

train torque estimation is the engine itself. However, the 

torque estimation provided by the internal combustion 

engine is based on complex thermodynamic models. The 

periodic combustion cycles of a 4 stroke engine produce 

torque fluctuations which excite torsional vibrations to be 

passed down the drive train. The resulting noise and 

vibrations, such as gear rattle, body boom and load change 

vibrations, result in poor noise behavior and driving 

comfort. Here the possibility of torque estimation using the 

Duel Mass Flywheel is analyzed. Such that DMF is used to 

detect engine misfire which is similar to power train torque 

observation. The objective when developing he duel mass 

flywheel was therefore to isolate torsional Vibration from 

the drive train as much as possible caused by the engines 

rotating mass. Owings to its integral damper system, the 

duel mass flywheel almost entirely absorbs these torsional 

vibrations. The result is very good vibration damping. 

II. PRINCIPLES OF DUAL MASS FLYWHEEL 

In a DMF design, the flywheel inertia is split up into two 

parts: the primary mass is still attached to the crankshaft 

while the secondary is belongs to the clutch. Both mass have 

two small stoppers, each one able to pick up two are springs. 

As the springs are deflected within the arc channel, they 

transfer torque from one flywheel to other. When the arc 

springs slides through their channel, friction adds damping 

characteristics to the DMF. 

III.  EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 
Fig. 1: Graphical Model of spring mass flywheel system 

               The figure shows free un-damped vibrations set up 

of two mass- two spring system. As shown in the figure the 
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input to the system is in the form of an low energy 

intermittent input from any power source (excitation) , this 

results in free undamped vibrations are set up in the system 

resulting in the free to and fro motion of the mass (m1)& 

(m2) , this motion is assisted by gravity and will continue 

until resonance occurs, i.e., the systems will continue to 

work long after the input (which is intermittent) has 

ceased……Hence the term free energy is used. 

 
Fig. 2: Construction of Dual Mass Flywheel with Engine 

              From fig.2 we can conclude that using two such 

masses instead of a single rigid mass may be helpful for 

continuous rotary motion in case of flywheel. Therefore 

flywheel will be divided into two masses i.e., primary and 

secondary masses which will be connected by lubricated 

spring sets. It effectively isolates torsional vibrations. 

 
Fig. 3: Dual Mass Flywheel System 

              From Fig.3. it is clear that in addition to the mass of 

the flywheel , the couple owing to the centrifugal and 

centripetal forces keeps the flywheel into motion for longer 

time …thereby increasing the work done by the 

system…hence the output from the given system increases. 

IV. RESULT 

A. Conventional Flywheel 

Sr. 
Load 

(gm) 

Speed 

(rpm) 

Torque 

(N-m) 

Power 

(watt) 

Effiency 

(%) 

1 1500 1315 0.4708 64.8516 31.63 

2 2000 1275 0.6278 83.838 40.89 

3 2500 1245 0.7848 102.332 49.91 

4 3000 1205 0.9417 188.853 57.97 

5 3500 1185 1.0987 136.361 66.51 

Table 1: Result Table of Conventional Flywheel 

Sample Calculation 

1) Output Torque = W × 9.81× Radius of dyno-brake 

pulley 

Top = 1.5 ×9.81 ×0.032 

        = 0.4708 N.mm 

2) Output Power = 2πNT/60 

Pout =2π× 1310× 0.4708 /60 

      = 64.58 Watt 

Efficency = (Output Power/Input Power) 

                           = 64.58 / 205 

                           = 0.3150 × 100 

                           = 31.50 % 

B. Dual Mass Flywheel 

Sr. 

No 

Load 

(gm) 

Speed 

(rpm) 

Torque 

(N-m) 

Power 

(watt) 

Effiency 

(%) 

1 1500 1425 0.47088 65.2513 34.27 

2 2000 1345 0.6278 84.2461 43.11 

3 2500 1365 0.7848 102.98 54.69 

4 3000 1315 0.9417 119.17 63.22 

5 3500 1285 1.0987 137.18 72.08 

Table 2: Result Table of Dual Mass Flywheel. 

Sample Calculation 

3) Output Torque = W × 9.81× Radius of dyno-brake 

pulley 

Top = 1.5 ×9.81 ×0.032 

        = 0.4708 N.mm 

4) Output Power = 2πNT/60 

Pout =2π× 1425× 0.4708 /60 

= 70.25 Watt 

5) Efficency = (Output Power/Input Power) 

= 70.25 / 205 

= 0.3427× 100 

= 34.27 % 

 
Graph of Efficiency Vs Speed for Conventional 

Flywheel 

 

 
Graph of Efficiency Vs Speed for Dual Mass Flywheel 
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V. ADVANTAGES 

1) At low engine operating speeds fuel is saved. 

2) Reduced drivetrain noise. 

3) Reduced emissions. 

4) Easily adjusted to vehicle design. 

5) Long service life. 

6) Outstanding vibration damping throughout the entire 

RPM range. 

VI. DISADVANTAGES 

1) More expensive 

2) Only torsional vibration will be considered. 

3) Replacement cost is more. 

4) It cannot be resurfaced and must be thrown away once 

worn. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

At the end of these research work, after taking all the 

reading and doing calculations it is observed that  this study 

have fulfill all the objective in it. And also with all the plots 

of parameter like power, torque and efficiency it concludes 

that; 

1) It is observed that there is approximately 7-8% increase 

in power output by using the dual mass flywheel. 

2) The dual mass flywheel is 5-6% efficient than 

conventional flywheel which will also result in 

increasing fuel economy of the engine. 
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